Next PG2 / Next K9 PG2
PowerG Wireless PIR/Pet-immune Motion Detector

Features and Benefits that makes a Difference:

• 15m (50ft) 90° multiple-curtain coverage with “wall” creep zone
• Pet-tolerant model (Next K9 PG2) ignores pets weighing up to 38kg (85lb)
• PowerG two-way Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum FHSS-TDMA technology - provides robustness and reliability closer than ever to wired
• Large transmission range enabling repeater-free installations
• Visible link quality indication shown on the device
• Enhanced false alarm immunity by combined Fresnel and cylindrical optics
• Visible and transmitted low battery indication

Next PG2 and Next K9 PG2 are two-way wireless digital PIR detectors which are compatible with PowerMaster alarm systems. Based on Visonic's ground-breaking PowerG technology, these detectors combine several field-proven advanced technologies which deliver longer transmission range and battery life, as well as unmatched advantages for professional installers, central monitoring stations and end-users alike.

Specifications:

Battery type: 3V, CR-123A Lithium battery
Battery life: 6 years with typical use
Weight (including battery): 70g (2.5oz)
Operating temperature: -10°C to 50°C (14°F to 122°F)
Operating environment: Indoor
Dimensions: 94.5 x 63.5 x 53mm (3.7 x 2.5 x 2.06in)